	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
BIO – Kostas Georgoudis
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
There’s something special about Kostas Georgoudis, refreshing, alive, intuitive and focused.
In a world of copycats and imposters−without doubt, Kostas has emerged into the limelight
as one of the top stand out acts amongst the rubbish.
As a producer, DJ, remixer and artist all-in-one, he has been coming into his own with
interpreting ideas, breathing into them with life and soul – placing pieces of himself into
patterns he calls “sounds.” The output is a distinctly original style showcasing a natural flair
with creating original material and remixes with warmth, vibe and substance.
Just as equally important as originality
is to Kostas’ - humility, style,
confidence and trusting instincts are
shining the guiding light on the path.
Kostas understands in order to
accomplish “success” in this
role−means at times he must play the
part of “life of the party” as much as
when to be “the artist” drawing within,
exploring deeper places to bring to
the dance floor . . .
Taken by the electronic music revolution in 2001, in his hometown of Samos, Greece,
Kostas was frequenting clubs and fell in love with the music he was experiencing. He began
collective vinyl and found himself putting the records on turntables, mixing them together
and landing a residency in a local club.
As things evolved, Kostas and a very close friend named Alex Dimou got together one day

and discovered a mutual appreciation for the mélange of music with a shared eclectic vision.
Their ideas blended and aligned perfectly – molding into something reminiscent
of Get Physical’s power-duo, M.A.N.D.Y. The tracks
and remixes were quickly snapped by the likes of
underground leading imprints like Quantized music,
Doppelgaenger, Elite Records, Voltaire Music and
City Life.
Since then Kostas has been refining and molding
his own sounds and sets, clearly marking his growth
from aspiring artist into an esteemed member of
the underground’s elite.
Music, according to Kostas is the strongest
connecting points between human beings – within
it, they find themselves, commonality in each other,
passion, love and joy . . . in that vein, Kostas
Georgoudis is rightly positioned to stamp the globe
as one of the freshest new all-around talents in the underground scene . . . copycats and
repeats to follow. - j. hill, the writing studio NY ©2013

	
  
	
  
http://www.beatport.com/artist/kostas-georgoudis/178355
https://www.facebook.com/kostasgeorgoudisoff
https://soundcloud.com/kostasgeorgoudis

